WORKSHOP PRICES
* PRICES EXCLUDE THE COST OF NEW PARTS UNLESS STATED

Menu Shortlist - FOR OTHER INDIVIDUAL REPAIR PRICES SEE WEBSITE

DRIVETRAIN
Gear inner fit

£10

Gear outer & inner fit (per shifter/mech)

£15

SERVICE MENU

£5

- Surcharge for Internal Routing

BASIC

£30

STANDARD

£65

FULL

£85

Gears

- Index gears and ensure smooth shifting
- Identify any cables in need of replacement

Adjustment (per shifter/mech)

£10

Chain fit

£10

Mech fit (Includes new inner cable)

£25

Cassette fit

£15

Chainring fit

£15

Gear hanger alignment

£20

- Check chain for wear, stretch and appropiate
chain length

£5

- Inspection of the frame and components looking
for signs of excessive wear and potentially
dangerous condition
- Ensure all bolts are fastened at correct torque
- Check tyre condition
- Check wheel true

Brakes

- Check alignment, lever operation, pad wear and
performance.
- Check pads and advise as necessary

Chain

Safety Check

WHEELS
Tube fit

Tubeless set-up / Tyre fit (inc sealant,valves,tape) £25
Tubless sealant top-up

£10

Wheel true

£15

Hub service (per wheel)
Wheel build

Headset
- Check headset and adjust if required

Hubs

- Ensure hubs are adjusted correctly
and running smooth

£15
from £30

Drivetrain

- Clean and degrease, entire drivetrain
- Check derailleur allignment

Full bike strip down

BRAKES Prices per brake
Pads fit & Caliper adjust

£10

Disc rotor true / fit

£10

Brake bleed

£15

Brake hose length adjust & bleed

£25

Brake hose replacement & bleed

£25

Disc brake system fit & bleed

£35

- Strip all parts down to frame and fork
- Check surfaces and threads for wear and damage
- Clean and degrease all parts
- Replace inner and outer gear cables*
- Brakes Bled or cables replaced*
- Hubs stripped down and serviced*
- Bottom Bracket serviced*

Wheels

- Check wheel trueness, true and re-tension

Rebuild

- Rebuild, regrease and lubricate

£10

- Surcharge for Internal Routing

InvisiFRAME New bikes only

FRAME

Bike frame

£150

Headset service / fit

£15

Additional strip & rebuild cost

£50

Bottom bracket service / fit

£15

Forks

£25

Chain device fit / tune

£15

Wheel Decals

£40

Dropper post fit

£20

- Surcharge for Internal Routing

£20

Dropper post bleed/cable

£20

Fork Fit

£25

Shock bush replacement

from £20

Linkage bearing service

£40

Frame Clean & Polish (only as part of a service)

£20

Guide - £10 per bearing. Minimum charge £40

Full bike build
Cleaning charge for dirty bike

from £80
£15

Important Info
To ensure we can turn your bike around as quickly as possible we ask that your bike is brought to us in
a reasonably clean condition. Bikes that are overly dirty that need to be cleaned in order to service
will incur an additional charge of £15.
Our workshop is incredibly busy and we need our storage space in order to continue to be
able to offer great service. Bikes will be stored for 7 days free of charge after completion & confirmation
of any work. Any additional time in storage will incur a charge of £10/day.
When new parts are needed to complete a job or service we’ll agree the cost with you before we carry
out the work. Also please bear in mind that bikes are complex machines, some jobs may cost a little more
depending on configuration and specification. We’ll let you know in advance if thats the case.

